
R and Python for The Actuary

R

R is an open-source programming language with robust statistical capabilities. It has a large

ecosystem of libraries through the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) that makes it well

suited for data science and machine learning tasks. For virtually any data science or statistical task,

there is an R package that can be loaded easily and used seamlessly with clear documentation.

R is primarily used for modelling, data manipulation, time series analysis, and data visualisation. It

can connect to APIs and SQL databases to extract data from, and it can embed code and libraries

written in other programming languages.

R’s valuable features include:

- Tools for validating model output

- Powerful visualisation and dashboarding packages like ggplot2 and Shiny (R’s web based

dashboard generator)

- Easily fitting statistical and machine learning models

- Eye-catching reporting using RMarkdown, a technical document generating tool

- Intuitive data manipulation and feature engineering capabilities

- Functional programming capabilities and well-supported linear algebra capabilities

Why R may be suitable:

- Generally easy to use

- The wide array of packages available for data science tasks

- The large and supportive user base continually growing the language, including researchers,

statisticians, and data scientists

- The ability to produce technical reports easily with executable code

- Relatively simple syntax making it accessible for users from other languages and

non-programmers alike

- Well-documented packages providing a full list of functionality and sample code to allow

users to quickly acquaint themselves with a package

Why R may be suitable for actuaries:

R comes equipped with many statistical and data management features making it easy to work with

across various stages of the data science pipeline. Where more functionality is required, actuaries

can easily build their own functions to generalise tasks and make their code more readable to others,

or build their own packages to suit the needs of their team. Actuaries have successfully built specific

packages for other actuaries to perform tasks like mortality forecasting through Lee-Carter models

and chain ladder reserving, both of which are available for use through CRAN.

R has been adopted in the pre-qualification exams by various actuarial societies because of its

applications in a wide variety of actuarial tasks. These include modelling loss functions, performing

stochastic simulations, and fitting Markov processes. In the industry, actuaries have made use of R

when performing mortality and lapse experience analysis, fitting GLMs and other more advanced

models in pricing, and cash flow modelling.
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Python

Python is an open-source, multi-paradigm programming language that serves as both an efficient,

high-level (intuitive) programming language and an object-oriented programming language. It’s

design philosophy emphasises easy-to-read code and the use of indentation throughout is very

pronounced, making it easy to use, understand, and share. It has a large ecosystem that can assist

with a large range of developmental needs and is a powerful resource for any developer or

Python-user. It can be said that for just about any purpose, there is a relevant Python package or

library.

Therefore, Python is a multifaceted platform that can be used in all stages of the data science

pipeline and workflow. From performing cutting-edge analytics to key visualisations to generating

reports, Python is a useful language in several respects.

Python’s valuable features include:

- The automation of tasks

- Handling large amounts of data

- Large ecosystem or resource library

- Object-oriented programming

- Powerful Machine Learning and AI resources and frameworks

- Powerful statistical calculations and fitting

- Powerful visualisations

Why Python may be suitable:

- Comparatively simple with easy-to-read syntax

- Easy to debug

- Full of extra functionalities

- Useful in a wide range of applications

- Generally smooth and easy learning curve

- High-level, general-purpose programming language

Why Python may be suitable for actuaries:

Python can assist in the organisation and analysis of data, automating a lot of the processes so that

actuaries have more time for value-adding aspects of the work. Python is especially useful in the

machine learning field and for data analysis. For data analysis, Python (along with the development

environment including Jupyter Notebooks and the “NumPy” & “Pandas” libraries), is often used as

the documents created here can be used interactively and can easily be exported and distributed as

static reports. Furthermore, Python is one of the programming languages used to write APIs,

enhancing its usefulness for actuaries as this allows them to communicate directly with the IT

department and review/understand code.
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